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	2017 February New MB6-705 Exam Dumps 55Q&As Released! 1.|New MB6-705 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 55Q&As

Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/mb6-705.html 2.|New MB6-705 Exam Questions & Answers:

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjghgswennGuE6EP6L   QUESTION 16You need to use an .rdl file to retrieve a data source for a

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 report. Which three data sources can you use?Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.   

Microsoft Dynamics data extensions.B.    Report Data Provider {RDP) classes.C.    Microsoft Dynamics Server query web services.

D.    External data sources.E.    Microsoft Dynamics AX queries. Answer: BDE QUESTION 17You need to integrate Microsoft

Dynamics AX 2012 with SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS). Which two procedures must be completed? Each correct answer

presents part of the solution. A.    Connect SSAS to the Application Object Server (AOS) by using the Collaboration Workspace

Settings formB.    Grant access to the default cubes in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 security roles.C.    Grant access to the default

cubes in SQL security roles.D.    Connect SSAS to the Application Object Server (AOS) by using the Analysis Servers form.

Answer: CD QUESTION 18You need a cube that tracks the performance and degree of automation that is associated with business

processes in your organization. Which cube should you use? A.    Expense management cubeB.    Budget control cubeC.   

Workflow cubeD.    Project accounting cube Answer: C QUESTION 19Which two measurements do workflow performance

analysis reports provide? Each correct answer presents a complete solution . A.    the number of workflows that are set up.B.    the

time that is required to run the workflow code.C.    the amount of time that is spent to perform the business processes that comprise

the workflow.D.    the amount of work that is accomplished by using the workflow. Answer: CD QUESTION 20You create a work

item queue.Which additional action must you perform? A.    Create a template for the workflow.B.    Associate a workflow element

to a work item queue.C.    Create a work item queue group.D.    Create a batch group for the work item queue. Answer: B

QUESTION 21You need to complete a workflow for immediate use.Which three actions must you perform?Each correct answer

presents part of the solution. A.    Associate a workflow with an organization.B.    Resolve any errors or warnings.C.    Configure the

elements of the workflow.D.    Save and activate the workflow.E.    Indicate that a workflow is the default workflow. Answer: BCD  
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